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WALKING WITH
LIVING FEET

Miss Horn lives in Short Hills, New
Jersey, and is in the tenth grade at
Millburn High School in Millburn, New
Jersey. She wrote her essay while in the
ninth grade. Other of Miss Horn’s works
on the subject of the Holocaust have been
published in Hadassah magazine and in a
newspaper for Holocaust survivors. In
addition to reading and writing (and taking
courses in writing), Miss Horn greatly
enjoys travel, drawing, painting, being on
her school’s fencing team, and taking piano
lessons.

I had a very unusual fifteenth birthday. During my birthday week, the end
of April, I was traveling with 5,000 high school students from around the
world, visiting concentration camps in Poland. I learned more there than
I learned during my entire life in school; once I stepped out of a gas cham-
ber, I became a different person. When I turned fifteen, I discovered that
no matter how much you read about the Holocaust, nothing can ever be
like seeing it with your own eyes. The day after my fifteenth birthday was
the turning point of my life. I was at Majdanek, one of the largest Nazi
concentration camps. And I will never forget it.

Majdanek has been left exactly as it was when it was in use, so intact
that if it were to be “plugged in,” it could start gassing people tomorrow.

I stood in a gas chamber there, at Majdanek. I saw the blue stains of
Zyklon B streaking the ceilings and walls, the poison used to kill the peo-
ple who were crushed into this tiny, gray cement room. I could see how
their fingers had scraped off the white paint, trying to escape. The cement
floor that I sat on was cold and clammy; the air in the room seemed made
of chills. When I first sat down I did not notice, but soon those chilling
waves were seeping into my skin, like so many tiny fingers trying to pull
at my nerves and make my bones quiver. All around me, kids were crying
hysterically, yet the chills that rankled the air around me hadn’t reached
my mind, and I could not feel. I hated myself for it. Anger, fear, pain, and
shock—I could have felt all of those and more, but instead I felt nothing.
That void was far worse: all the other emotions around me showed the
presence of human hearts, but I was almost not there at all. I wanted to
feel; I hated the guilt I had at my lack of reaction as much as I hated what
happened there. Only my squirming skin could attest to my surroundings,
and the crawling air made my lungs tighten. I wished I could cry, but I
couldn’t break down my mental blockade. Why?

The camp of Majdanek extends for miles, but one of the worst
things about it is that it’s right in a town, almost a city, called Lublin.
There are actually houses right next to the barbed wire, the fence with its
thorns that stabbed my frightened eyes, enough to separate a universe.
The people of that city would have to have been dead not to notice the
death which struck daily, right behind their backyards, where I saw chil-
dren playing. People marched through Lublin from the train station,
entered through the same barbed wire gate that I did, and left through the
chimney. Nobody in Lublin noticed, because if they had, their fate would
have been the same. And today the camp’s long gray barn-like barracks
still extend forever, in endless rows, the sky a leaden weight blocking the
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child whose mother’s sandals rested on that pile, for
the woman whose husband’s shoes swam motionless in
that sea, like the tears that streaked my face, for the
girl whose best friend’s slippers were buried in that
ocean of grayness and silence. I was lost to the shoes
there. I wished I could throw my shoes into that pile,
to grasp and feel each shoe, to jump into the sea of
shoes, to become a part of it, to take it with me. I
wanted to add my own shoes to that ocean, but all I
could leave there were my salty tears. My feet clumped
on the wooden platform as I left, and I had never been
more conscious of how my shoes fit my living feet.

At the very end of the camp was another gas
chamber and the crematorium, its smokestack jutting
through the leaden sky. This gas chamber did not have
the blue poison stains that streaked the walls in the
one I saw first, or maybe it did: the only light in that
cement room was from dozens of memorial candles. It
was too dark to see. The air inside was damp and suf-
focating, like a burial cave, and yet the air was savage-
ly alive. It crawled down my neck and compressed me
as the walls and ceiling seemed to move closer. No
words can express how it felt to step out of that gas
chamber alive, wearing my living shoes.

And I saw the crematorium where the corpses
were burned, ovens shaped to fit a person. As I
touched the brick furnaces with trembling fingers, my
tears froze in my eyes and I could not cry. It was here
that I felt my soul go up in flames, leaving me an
empty shell.

Majdanek reeks of death everywhere. Even the
reminders and signs of life that exist in a cemetery, like
a footprint or rustling leaves, are absent here, every
image of life erased. Even the wind does not ruffle the
grass, which never used to grow here because the pris-
oners would eat it. But in the crematorium, I felt
something I cannot express. No words exist to
describe how I felt. It was someone else’s nightmare, a
nightmare that turned real before I even noticed it. It
was a stark and chilling reality that struck me there,
standing where people were slaughtered and burned,
and my mind simply stopped. Have you ever been to
Planet Hell? My people are numbers here, struck from
a list and sent out the chimney, their children’s bodies
roasting. And I was there. You cannot visit this plan-
et through any film or book; photographs cannot bring
you here. Planet Hell is beyond the realm of tears.
This is why I could not cry.

I left the camp. How many people, who had
walked in those 850,000 pairs of shoes, once dreamed

colors that grace free life. Gray is the color of hell.
Inside each of the barracks is a new horror. Some

are museum exhibits, with collections of people’s
toothbrushes (they were told that they were being
“relocated” and to bring one suitcase, the contents of
which were confiscated) and people’s hair. All of the
walls in one barracks are covered with people’s hats,
hanging in rows. But the worst were the shoes.

About five of the barracks are filled with nothing

but the shoes of some of the people who were killed
there—over 850,000 pairs. In one barracks, I sat on a
platform about five feet off the ground, and surround-
ing it was an ocean of shoes, five feet deep. In the gas
chamber I could not feel, but in that room filled with
shoes, my mental blockade cracked. The photographs
meant nothing to me, the history lessons and names
and numbers were never strong enough. But here each
shoe is different, a different size and shape, a high heel,
a sandal, a baby’s shoe so tiny that its owner couldn’t
have been old enough to walk, and shoes like mine.
Each pair of those shoes walked a path all its own,
guided its owner through his or her life and to all of
their deaths. Thousands and thousands of shoes, each
pair different, each pair silently screaming someone’s
murdered dreams. No book can teach me what I saw
there with my own eyes!

I glanced at my own shoe, expecting it to be far
different from those in that ocean of death, and my
breath caught in my throat as I saw that my shoe
seemed to be almost the same style as one, no, two,
three of the shoes I saw; it seemed like every shoe
there was my shoe. I touched the toe of one nearby
and felt its dusty texture, certain that mine would be
different. But as I touched my own toe, tears welled in
my eyes as my fingers traced the edges of my dusty, liv-
ing shoes. Eight hundred and fifty thousand pairs of
shoes, but now I understood: they weren’t numbers,
they were people.

Soon I was crying, but for someone else: for the
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of doing what I had just done? And did they, too, for-
get how to cry?

In Israel I planted a tree with soil I had taken
from concentration camps. In the soil were white
specks, human bone ash. I am fifteen years old, and I
know I can never forget.
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